
VALLERYSTHAL BUILDING, R-429 
by Jim 

Not too long ago one of our members alerted 
me to an eBay auction of a blue milk glass 
building, R-429.  That in itself is not too 
unusual as I have seen them up for auction 
several times.  This one, however, was 
different.  The seller's description indicated 
that this fairy lamp was a product of the 
French company, Vallerysthal.  I had not seen 
the attribution to Vallerysthal before and was 
naturally curious if the seller had any positive 
documentation to support their claim.  I 
contacted the seller and they provide two 
reference documents. 

The first reference was the  Collectors 
Encyclopedia of Milk Glass which I have 
reproduced below.  In addition, the 
encyclopedia also contains a brief history of 
Vallerysthal that spans the years 1838 to 
1986. 

Plate 407.  9 inch Lighthouse or Cabin Fairy 
Light.  Top piece sits on a brick base.  By 

Vallerysthal.  $300 white or blue, $250 - $275 
amber or clear frosted.  1

While interesting, a single reference in a book 
is hardly "positive attribution."  But wait,  
there is more. 

The second reference was a page from the 
Vallerysthal catalogue reproduced in the 
Antiques Digest, November 1952.  It is 
reproduced below with the accompanying 
article. 

!  

Vallerysthal Catalog showing R-429 and 
several candlesticks with what appears to be 
integral lamp cups. (colorized graphic) 

"Figural and Rococo style candlesticks 
(called "leuchter") as made by Vallerysthal.  
Certain of these seem to have religious 
significance, while others have classic 
figures, notably Hercules, and the Vestal 
Virgin.  These candlesticks ranged from 6.5" 
to 10.5" high.  The Sphinx-like figural 
chamber stick is actually a mermaid.  The 
cabin-form device is a night-lamp, the cabin 
being the shade.  Some examples of this lamp 
have colored panes in the windows, some 
clear, and some frosted glass. 

The student of American pressed glass will 
recognize in certain of these items the 

 Collectors Encyclopedia of Milk Glass, Betty and Bill Newbound, Collector Books, 19951



possible inspiration for similar items of 
domestic manufacture.  It should be 
remembered that Vallerysthal issued many of 
its items in a wide variety of colors.  
Candlesticks were issued in two forms, all gilt 
with colored base and cup, and with figures in 
natural colors, bases and cups clear glass."  2

In addition to the illustration of R-429 in the 
Vallerysthal catalog, I think it is interesting 
that it is shown with what appears to be 
candlesticks already configured to receive the 
fairy lamp dome of your choice. 

!  

Above are some recent examples of R-429 
that have been on eBay.  The colors are white 
and blue milk glass, clear amber, and a clear 
olive green.  Are there other colors? 

 Antiques Digest, November 1952.2



VALLERYSTAHL-PORTEAUX CATALOG –  
R-426 IDENTIFIED by Jim 

The Vallerystahl Glass factory with plants in 
both Vallerystahl and Porteaux France has 
long history of glassmaking.  The company 
was established on November 4, 1838, as 
"Val de Vallery" (in German it is 
Vallerystahl). 

In 1841 the company employed 251 workers. 
In the early 20th century, there were more 
than 1,225 employees working seven glass 
furnaces.  

In 1870 Vallerystahl acquired the Porteaux 
glass company in Porteaux, France and 
together they formed one of the largest glass 
factories in Europe producing 55,000 pieces a 
day! 

After the World War I, the plant began a 
steady decline. The depression of 1929 
brought periods of unemployment and strikes.  
By 1931, there are only 950 workers and by 
1950, only 480 workers remained. Finally, the 
factory closed its doors in 1977 with only 130 
dedicated employees remaining. 

Ultimately, Vallerystahl Porteaux was 
purchased by the Niderviller Pottery and 
Porcelain factory.  The only thing that 
remains of the glass house is a small factory 
shop with 12 employees where there are 
demonstrations of glass manufacturing.   3

With that little bit of history, let us look at a 
small portion of the company catalog.  

The catalog page, reported to be c.1896, 
shows two candle lamps (models 1821, 1822) 

and one typically configured fairy lamp, 
model 1823.    4

!  

The dome on the fairy lamp appears to be 
decorated but it is not clear if the decoration 
is painted on or if the design is embossed or 
etched into the glass.  The lamp cup is quite 
similar to the fairy-size Clarke beaded lamp 
cup.  Given Clarke's penchant for 
commissioning his glass production all over 
Europe, a distinct possibility that it is a Clarke 
candle cup/fairy lamp. 

The candle lamp, model 1821, shown in the 
catalog is clearly R-426.  

The description of R-426 reads: 

"Eight sided white milk glass building, three 
have embossed window pattern, and others 
have brick work. Embossed shingled roof has 
four ridges ground at bottom for air vents. Top 
opening has metal cover and ring for hanging 
or carrying.  7.5"h x 3.5"w."  

 Historical information derived from Vallerysthal, 150-year history of glass published March 26, 2007 - www3.ac-3

nancy-metz.fr/patrimoine57/ 
spip.php?article109
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!  
(The image of R-426 has been colorized for clarity.  It is in actuality, 

white milk glass.) 

R-426 is distinguished from the other 
similarly-shaped candle lamps by brickwork 
around the opening for the candle (godet), a 
horizontal band of brick work below the 
windows, partially ground openings in the 
roof, and the arches over each of the eight 
panels. 

This catalog only shows two candle lamps of 
this type.  Could there be others made by 
Vallerystahl?  I suspect so.


